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Sep 7, 2010 - Horsfall and Leslie Johnson in the 1948 Spa 24 Hours Race,. Motor Sport magazine illustrated their 2 litre Aston. Martin on the front cover in. 
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Sale 11094 - The Goodwood Festival of Speed, 25 Jun 2004 Goodwood House, Chichester Back to catalogue



Lot No: 725



The ex-Works, Horsfall/Johnson, Spa winning 1948 Aston Martin 2 Litre ‘Spa Replica’ Registration no. THX 259 (see text) Chassis no. SPA 48/8 Engine no. SPA4/48/8 Following the sensational Flash version victory of ‘Jock’ St. John Horsfall and Leslie Johnson in the 1948 Spa 24 Hours Race, Motor Sport magazine illustrated their 2 litre Aston Martin on the front cover in August 1948 and reported: “This convincing victory by the new British high performance car puts Aston Martin right on the map again in a sphere of competition activity in which this make has always excelled. How impatiently private sportsmen will now await delivery of the latest 2 litre Aston Martin.” The arrival of David Brown at Aston Martin provided the impetus and the financial wherewithal to enable the company to take up motor racing again post-war. Claude Hill, a link with the Fenwick & Bertelli era, had quietly been developing an all-new pushrod, overhead valve, 2 litre engine at the Hanworth Air Park factory, and, egged on by Freddie Dixon and Tony Rolt, David Brown gave the green light to building a new car to complete in the 1948 Spa race. Time was short and the new car SPA/48/1 was finally completed just days before the race. The Horsfall/Johnson car had a ‘vintage’ look to it with
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narrow coachwork flanked by Delahaye-style mudguards. Its victory over 1,729 miles at an average speed of 72.07 mph first place on its first outing by the first model of its genre can only be described as remarkable and the car was duly feted upon its return to England, making a celebration demonstration run at Shelsley Walsh that year, amongst other appearances. Commercial reality prevailed and the ‘noble warrior’ was re-bodied by the Works for display at the London Motor Show, marketed on Stand 138 as a ‘Spa Replica’ with a massive price tag of £3,109. The fact that the car remained in the hands of David Brown Junior until 1950 suggests there were no immediate takers. In 1952, following an accident, the car was rebuilt by the Works with a new chassis. The chronology of the chassis/engine numbering appears to be that in its development stage the chassis was numbered AM/C/48/1, re-numbering taking place presumably for Spa, as SPA/48/1 and yet again for display at Earls Court in 1948 as LMA/48/1. The replacement chassis in 1952 was numbered SPA/48/8, the number it retains. The original engine number SPA 48/1 was replaced prior to the 1948 Show and the engine now fitted is SPA4/48/8, a similar unit. In the 1988 Aston Martin Owner’s Club Register SPA 48/8 was described as “the car that MUST be found”, recognising its important place in Aston Martin history. The car had in fact been acquired from a French owner for the Lips Collection in 1972. It is now presented in its 1952 ‘Spa Replica’ form with ‘inboard’ headlamps and cycle wings, liveried in black with some original upholstery. Invoices on file record engine work and cooling system repairs in recent years but at the present time no fuel tank is fitted. It is hoped this may be located prior to the sale. Although no English registration documents come with the car, we feel that an
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application to recover its original registration will be sympathetically considered. This historic and welldocumented car comes with F.I.V.A. identity papers and we feel will respond to careful recommissioning following museum display. Sold for £40,000 inclusive of Buyer's Premium
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the 120mph Vantage version, and remarked on the car's inherent safety and versatility: 'Whether one would go shopping, to the theatre, on a long-distance tour, ...
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Jul 7, 2008 - Sale 15663 - Aston Martin and related Automobilia, 17 May 2008 ... Chassis number '831/R' was delivered new to Bradbury's Garage in.
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Sep 2, 2010 - Exposition de la collection de. Voitures Anciennes de S.A.S le. Prince de Monaco. Back to catalogue. Lot No: 160. 1967 Aston Martin DB6.
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May 9, 2010 - Back to catalogue. Place Bid or ... Factory team entries had been registered with the organising ... Copyright Â© 2002-2010 Bonhams 1793 Ltd.,.
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Jun 20, 2010 - Conditions of Sale (pdf). Registration Form (pdf). Pre-register ... gearbox, Girling rod mechanical drum brakes and overall was an exceptionally ...
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Alternatively, the rear seat backs could be folded down, thus creating a load-carrying platform that more than doubled the luggage space. 'This transformation ...
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Jul 2, 2009 - Back to catalogue. Lot No: 304. 1963 Aston Martin DB4 ... Contact the Specialist to discuss selling in a future sale. Email: Tim Schofield - CARS.
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May 22, 2010 - Single family ownership since 1970. 1968 Aston Martin DB6 Vantage Sports Saloon. Registration no. MCV 199F. Chassis no. DB6/3195/R.
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May 22, 2010 - factory prior to a trip to Moscow in the 1960s), an engine vacuum gauge and a thermostatically activated overheating alert. Sold strictly as ...
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Sep 2, 2010 - Mans, one could have no more perfect companion ... 'LML/50/237' was not to be seen again until 1993 ... restoring this proud piece of British.
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It was subsequently sold to Samuel L Schen, MD, a fashionable Park Avenue physician, and then to one C R. Bradshaw, of Delphi, Indiana, whose ownership is ...
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Sale 18297 - Les Grandes Marques a Monaco, 30 Apr 2010. Monte Carlo ... instead of Dunlops, Sundym glass, electric windows and an oil pressure gauge as ...
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DB4/331/R. Engine no. 370/347. Estimate: Â£37,000 - 42,000, â‚¬ 45,000 - 51,000. Footnote: Classically proportioned and instantly recognisable from the moment ...
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ments from door frames, etc., to ensure the exact same pattern on both sides. Once you're .... Exotic Real Wood. â€¢ Carbon Fiber. â€¢ Machined Plastic. For more ...
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Sep 14, 2010 - Ford now WRC's most successful team. See all Motorsport News. MARKET NEWS. EVENT NEWS. SPONSORED LINKS. Remortgage Now at ...
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If the test caus- es no damage, you're ready to mask your trim colors. Because you must mask each trim color individually, most builders create a design with no.
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Oct 3, 2010 - Isotta Fraschin (2). Isuzu (5). JBA (5). Jeep (42). Jowett (7). Kia (13). Lada (4). Lagonda (21). Lanchester (3). Lea Francis (3). Lexus (32).
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Jan 8, 2009 - the New York Motor Show in April 1950, it was originally conceived a year or ... 2.6 Litre engine with hemispherical combustion chambers, was ...
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Nov 3, 2009 - famous book "Mon Ami Mate" about Collins and his pal Mike Hawthorn. In that period it was also featured in Aston Martin advertising. The Aston ...
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Aug 7, 2009 - Listed in category: eBay Motors > Cars & Trucks > Other Makes ... of Kelley Blue Book Co., Inc. Other trademarks and brands are the property of.
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Nov 25, 2010 - Our Charges ... The car is said to be missing the cylinder head assembly, and two of the pistons are said to have sustained damage.
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1954 Aston Martin DB 2/4 DHC. *EPA data. Driving conditions, and driver, can cause varying results. Need a vehicle warranty? Carfax. Estimate your payments ...
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Heritage Auctions - Astonuts 

Aug 27, 2010 - Mercdes 190SL for restoration, a very rare Maserati Mexico and a Boss 302 Clone in Daytona Yellow. The Sensible Alternative. Heritage ...
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Dec 3, 2008 - Search Over 90,000 NTSC/PAL/HD Clips. Royalty Free. As Low As $5! www.Pond5.com/Video+Production. Ads by Google. Vintage Car.
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